EARN A PH.D. IN

HISTORY

FIU’s Ph.D. program is one of the nation’s first and
longest-standing Ph.D. programs in Atlantic history.
The Ph.D. program at FIU stresses comparative studies and innovative
transnational training in the history of the Atlantic world from pre-colonial to
modern times. Doctoral students refine their intellectual skills to gain a strong
foundation in researching an area and themes of their choosing.
•

Strong foundation in the history of the Atlantic world

•

Focus on pre-colonial times to the modern era

•

Opportunities to specialize in geographical regions and themes

•

Train with award-winning faculty

•

International and national research fellowships and post-docs available

•

Prepare for tenure-track positions at R1 institutions

75 CREDITS
COMPLETE IN 5 YEARS

FOR MORE
INFORMATION VISIT:

START FALL 2021

https://history.fiu.edu

TOPICS
Since the mid-fifteenth century, the Atlantic has provided the corridor for
fundamental exchanges of peoples and technologies. It has also served as
a platform for the transfer of ideas defining and challenging communities
across wide spans of time and space. The principle behind the Atlantic
Civilization focus of the doctoral program in History at Florida International
University is to explore the many dimensions of these exchanges.
Capitalizing on the department’s notably strong resources and faculty,
the program is designed around a curriculum that emphasizes the
comparative framework of the Atlantic experience while reflecting
the vitality of a cross-disciplinary approach.
Many students incorporate the study of the Atlantic into their field exams
and write comparative or transnational dissertations that engage with
multiple aspects or regions of the Atlantic Basin. The department also offers
doctoral students strong thematic training in topics such as empires and
colonialism; women, gender, and sexuality; law; public health; slavery and
race relations; and public history and memory.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
•

Academia: Researcher, Professor

•

Government: Politician, public service

•

Journalism: Author, editor, copywriter

•

Law: Lawyer, judge

•

Education: High school administrator, higher education administration

•

Libraries: Archivist, librarian

•

Museums: Curator, public educator, exhibit developer

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
Admissions into the graduate programs are conducted once
a year and only for the fall term.
The Ph.D. requires 45 credit hours beyond the M.A. in History, or 75 credit hours
beyond the B.A. In both cases, 15 of the credits are dissertation credits earned
after passing comprehensive examinations and advancing to candidacy.
For more information or to learn how to apply, please contact the
Graduate Program Director and visit: https://history.fiu.edu.

